
Align your Security and Privacy Programs to  
Reach GDPR Compliance   

Challenge
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirement is quickly 
approaching and will affect establishments around the world. As of May 2018 
when the GDPR accountability principle takes effect, organizations will be 
required to demonstrate compliance with the appropriate measures in place. 
Today, organizations work to understand how these requirements fit into their 
current information security and privacy program and develop a plan to reach 
and maintain compliance. But, where to begin? 

Solution
Optiv has the proven ability to look at a client’s security and privacy program 
holistically while also ensuring relevant industry regulations and compliance 
requirements are met. Preparing for GDPR compliance requires people, 
process and technology. First, it’s important to step back and understand 
your gaps and create a strategic roadmap to enable execution. Optiv’s 
GDPR readiness review prepares our clients to meet GDPR requirements 
strategically, cost effectively and aligned to their business. 

 

General Data  
Protection Regulation 
Readiness Review   

Delivered by Expert Privacy 
Consultants: Our executive level 
consultants deliver intensive, 
one week interview-based GDPR 
offering with extensive security 
and privacy background. 

Identify Assets and Controls:  
During our threat modeling 
workshop, we identify critical 
assets and evaluate current 
controls in place relevant to GDPR.   

Evaluate GDPR Maturity:  
Optiv reviews your current 
position, maps to GDPR areas of 
focus and identifies key risk areas. 

Actionable Findings and 
Roadmap: Optiv delivers 
an executive level summary 
on the current state of the 
program along with actionable 
recommendations and guidance 
to reach GDPR compliance.
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Optiv is the largest holistic pure-play cyber security solutions 
provider in North America. The company’s diverse and 
talented employees are committed to helping businesses, 
governments and educational institutions plan, build and run 
successful security programs through the right combination 
of products, services and solutions related to security 
program strategy, enterprise risk and consulting, threat and 
vulnerability management, enterprise incident management, 
security architecture and implementation, training, identity 
and access management, and managed security. Created 
in 2015 as a result of the Accuvant and FishNet Security 
merger, Optiv is a Blackstone (NYSE: BX) portfolio company 
that has served more than 12,000 clients of various sizes 
across multiple industries, offers an extensive geographic 
footprint, and has premium partnerships with more than 
300 of the leading security product manufacturers. For more 
information, please visit www.optiv.com.  
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